Siebe-Gorman Diving Suits
Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd manufactured standard diving dress until the mid-1950s, when they
diversified into suits for commercial and recreational underwater swimmers. The company also
made self-contained underwater breathing apparatus under licence.
Siebe-Gorman bought C. E. Heinke & Co. Ltd in 1961 and moved in 1975 from Chessington in
Surrey to Cwmbran in Gwent, later specialising in breathing equipment for firefighters.
Collins and Chambers Ltd of Mare Street, London E8, distributed Siebe-Gorman products in the
1960s.
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Above and left are illustrations of Siebe-Gorman’
s one-piece front-entry
“Sladen”suit, developed by the British Admiralty for manned torpedoes. It
was entered first from the front, legs first, followed by the arms and
shoulders. The rubber helmet was then lifted from the back and placed
over the head. The tubular trunk entry was then hanging from the chest. It
was held up by the top edge, so that it hung vertically. The rubber was
folded back four or five inches, and then folded vertically, concertina
fashion, each lap being approximately 2½ ins. A diver’
s plain cuff ring was
then stretched over the folds, and it was then placed in the clamp and
tightened evenly by hand. A final tightening with the special key spanner
supplied, completed the operation. The clamp and spare trunk were tucked
inside the suit with the clamp down by the diver’
s left or right groin. The
suit was then strapped across the front (Hampton, 1955).
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In the later 1950s Siebe-Gorman manufactured the
Essjee two-piece swim suit based on the original
frogman suit developed for the Royal Navy during
World War II. It consisted of a jacket equipped with a
light rubber hood and lightweight wrist cuffs, and
trousers footed with moulded rubber soles. By rolling
together rubber skirts attached to the jacket and
trousers, the two parts were sealed and held in place by
a separate rubber cummerbund. Soft sponge-rubber
pads inside the hood equalised pressure on the eardrums
(Kenyon, 1956). Plenty of woollen underclothes could
be accommodated underneath. The suit was then
available in proofed gabardine at £23 8s and rubberised
stockinette at £30 5s (Small, 1957).
The material was on the outside and the rubber inside,
protecting the latter from the sunlight. The diver
dressed first in woollens and long socks, then put on the
footed trousers. The jacket was entered arms first, while
an attendant stretched the light rubber cuffs wide open.
With arms in and wrists through the cuffs, the suit was
then pulled gently over the head. The face aperture of
the hood was drawn over the head and down round the
neck. The jacket was then pulled down all round until
the top skirt covered the skirt on the trousers. The two
skirts were then rolled tightly together. A rubber
cummerbund was then pulled up the legs and stretched
over the roll (Hampton, 1955).

Siebe Gorman rubberised stockinette dry suit equipped
with valve and full face mask

Siebe-Gorman Two-piece Dry Underwater Swimsuits
In the 1960s Siebe-Gorman manufactured two-piece waist-entry dry suits in two versions. The first, made from stockinette
proofed with black rubber, was designed for recreational purposes. The second, intended for professional use, was made
from heavy-duty proofed fawn twill. Both came in four sizes with cummerbund, braces, footed trousers and a choice of
hooded and hoodless jackets.
Collins and Chambers retailed the black rubber version. Prices varied between £43 16s 6d and £61 5s 0d, depending on the
options selected. The firm also sold suit spares, namely jacket and trouser waist seals, cummerbunds, hoods, neck seals,
cuffs and suit repairing materials.

Siebe-Gorman underwater swimsuit accessories
Siebe-Gorman also supplied a range of woollen underclothing to be worn under dry suits. The firm also produced ankle
bootees to protect the feet when wearing swim fins or walking over rough ground. Weighted rubber shallow water boots
were also available for use with wet or dry suits when fins were not worn.

Siebe-Gorman Sponge Rubber Swimsuit
Siebe-Gorman also manufactured wet suits. An early example is the Essjee Sponge Rubber Swimsuit illustrated above. The
same suit could be supplied with long arms and legs and a sponge-rubber cap, designed to protect the back of the neck as
well as the head (Hampton, 1955). The suit was available in three sizes: Small, Medium and Large (Kenyon, 1956). In the
mid-1950s, the short version retailed from £6 2s 3d to £7 5s 6d depending on size. The long version, sealing at the wrists
and ankles, cost between £10 13s 3d and £11 14s 6d. The sponger rubber cap cost £2 14s (Small, 1957).

Siebe-Gorman Foam Neoprene Wet Suits
In the 1960s Siebe-Gorman manufactured wet suits in a choice of unlined and nylon-lined foam neoprene. As well as plain
pullover styles, jackets could be supplied with zip or velcro fasteners.

